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 The Brilliance Pack from Sony is a raw plugin used for VST, RTAS and AU. It is an aural/featured evolution of the rich synth
tones of Brilliance SR1, SR3, SR4 and SR5. With the addition of a larger patch size, the new Brilliance provides more

flexibility for signal generation and processing. The TG Mastering pack is a high quality release of the TG Sound Design plug-
in. It includes all the additional features and improvements from the new version TG12-4-13. The TG12413 Limiter RU is an

algorithmic limiter plug-in. It includes the premium quality of the unit TG124-4-13 Limiter and a wide range of linear
saturation techniques. The TG124-4-13 Limiter provides the new and innovative functions: - Variable ratio limiter - Taper

control and a “powerdown” function - A ramp function with a “ramp” and “drift” function - A controllable ratio boost - A “step”
function for fine control - Gain control for the output TG Mastering Plug-in – Developed to take advantage of the recent

evolution of the technology of sampling, and to provide a new level of audio quality for the user. We can now offer our users
the most important tools for the perfect mastering process. The TG Mastering Pack will be released on Dec 15th 2013. This
software is exclusive to Sony Licensing and the TG Studio and Plug-in & AU Developer Forums are closed to any further

registrations. If you already have access please go to these forums to register. If you are thinking about purchasing a license for
TG Studio, please register your interest here. The Brilliance Pack is available now from the Sony Store, and the TG Mastering

Pack will be available next week.The treatment of multiple myeloma with thalidomide plus standard chemotherapy.
Thalidomide, an analogue of the sedative drug thalidomide, is effective for some patients with relapsed and refractory myeloma.

This combination is a good response to standard chemotherapy, prolongs response and improves survival, but it is associated
with significant side-effects, especially neuropathy. We carried out a trial to improve tolerability and decrease neuropathy.

Twenty-two patients with relapsed or refractory myeloma were entered onto 82157476af
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